ABSTRACT

This research aimed to explain the students understanding and mastery of economics and development of technopreneurship-based economics learning module. Qualitative and descriptive approaches were applied for the research which was begun by some observations and Economics and Entrepreneurship learning identification in 15 study programs of diploma and bachelor degree at State University of Gorontalo or UNG. The data was gathered in the forms of documentation, literature studies, and questionnaires purposively distributed to 100 students. The results showed that: 1) Students realized the importance of learning, understanding, and analyzing the development of Economics not only for academic purpose yet for creating new jobs in society; 2) Economics learning results in UNG at academic year 2014/2015 showed satisfying results based on compared achievement percentage of score A, B, and C at 36%, 50%, and 14% respectively; and 3) In order to have more interesting and well-targetted learning, the contextual and applicable Economics learning module needed to be redesigned. That module would facilitate students in understanding the social reality, such as the increment of intellectual unemployment and the importance of creating more innovative entrepreneurship activities.
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INTRODUCTION

The main keyword of technopreneurship is creativity. By carrying high creativity, the conventional belief will gradually change. Creativity deals with imagination and possibilities, lead to changes with brand new ideas, and gives meaning to the relationship of ideas, mankind, and
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environment. Technopreneurship has also to be built of comprehensive and integral approach done by collaborating culture (innovation, entrepreneurship, and creativity) and concepts (incubatory business, research and development, knowledge management and learning organization) which supported by entrepreneurs’ capabilities, connections, and collaborators.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

Technopreneurship is a solid synergy between technology implementation as an instrument and a core of a business product as well as independent entrepreneurship’s spirit for continuous business. Technopreneurship has a passion to establish a business characterizing integration of technology implementation competences. Therefore, it is expected that many technological-based businesses are popped out by utilizing applicable technology in the whole process of innovation, production, marketing, and even of its internal business operation.

Understanding technological entrepreneurship or technopreneurship is possibly done by identifying key elements which are connected to each other in the process of establishing technology-based business. Prodan (2007) identified those elements as: 1) technological entrepreneur; 2) universities; 3) corporation; 4) capital; 5) market or customers; 6) government; and 7) advisor.

However, A technopreneur is a contemporary entrepreneur (new age) who has interests in technology, creativity, innovation, dynamics, daring to be different, as well as taking new or unexplored path and being really passionate in doing and managing his business (Mintardjo in FORMAS journal 2008:229-230). Technopreneurs combine technology and market for business. When they started their technology-based business, they must have strong willingness to pursue some achievements, conceptual competences and high problem solving, extensive knowledge and the way of thinking, confidence, risk-taking attitudes, realistic thoughts, interpersonal skills, and abilities to control emotions.
LEARNING AND LEARNING MODULE

Knick and Gustafson (1986) stated that learning is a systematic process of planning, doing, and evaluating. Learning is not an instant process, yet it starts with learning plans. Learning process needs to be planned, done, evaluated, and monitored so that it runs effectively and efficiently. Learning process is managed by the teacher to develop students’ creative thinking in order to enhance students’ thinking ability and to escalate students’ knowledge constructing abilities for better understanding on learning materials.

According to Wijaya (1992:96), module refers to the smallest learning program unit highlighting:
1. general instructional objectives
2. special instructional objectives
3. topics for teaching and learning process
4. core materials to be learned and taught
5. position and module function in a wider program unit
6. teacher’s role in teaching and learning process
7. learning tools and sources
8. teaching and learning activities that must be consecutively done and absorbed by students
9. worksheets for learning

Module development model is a set of consecutive procedures to execute module learning system development. In developing module, appropriate procedures are needed to achieve the target, clear structure and learning contents, and meet the applied criteria for learning development.

TECHNOPRENEURSHIP-BASED ECONOMICS LEARNING

Technopreneurship-oriented education system is defined as an education system that consistently produces technopreneur graduates who have abilities to
apply technological knowledge referring to the bachelors who have skills to apply their technological knowledge, management and entrepreneurial spirits both as owners or workers in any business and non-business institutions in order to achieve their own welfare or public welfare and for nation’s advancement. Technopreneurship is not a novelty (to avoid calling it uncommon) for most of UNG students even though some of the lecturers have already implemented efficient technology-based entrepreneurial learning and similar learning. However, we have not found in textbooks and/or learning modules that contain about technopreneurship specifically. Therefore, this piece of research was a pilot research which its results would be a pioneer of the technopreneurship-based learning module development.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

In order to achieve the first objective, researcher conducted some observations, distributed some questionnaires, and identified the current applied Economics learning module to reveal students’ level of understanding and mastery towards this subject. Moreover, to achieve the second objective, analysis on questionnaires were done to figure entrepreneurial characters.

Students were categorized potential as entrepreneurs if they had above average score on Economics as well as had broad knowledge about utilizing technology and science.

RESEARCH DESIGN

The research employs qualitative and explorative approaches in which its processes were begun with initial observation and Economics learning identification which were implemented in some diploma and bachelor degrees at UNG. Data was gathered by having some documentations, literature studies, and questionnaires distribution to 100 purposive students.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH LOCATION

State University of Gorontalo (UNG) was the former Higher Education Institution known as FKIP State University of Manado in Gorontalo and renamed as STKIP Gorontalo and later as IKIP Gorontalo up to 2003. Since becoming a university in 2004, rapid improvements were done in various aspects, such as institutional structures, infrastructures, governance systems, organizational cultures, budgeting, and human resource management. Some UNG’s achievements were attained by having several research activities, learning innovations, community services, students coaching, and having safe, comfortable, aesthetical and productive campus environments. Later, UNG was facing governmental and social expectations to be a frontline in building local and nation, a change maker of social life, and a reputable university in regional, national and international level. Those were not excessive expectations since the university had shown big changes in almost all aspects of a university and had been inspired by intellectuals or scientists.

RESEARCH RESULTS

Economics is commonly known as The Queen of the Social Science. It was caused by multidimensional and dynamic scopes of Economics and its frequent interactions and interrelation with any disciplines, both science and non-science. Economics is taught in higher education in the forms of some subjects, namely Economics Introduction, Micro Economics Theory and Macro Economics Theory. Those subjects were compulsory for at least 15 study programs in bachelor degrees at UNG. Economics in UNG’s curriculum is adjusted with the students and alumni’s competences expectation from each faculty and study program. One of its expectations of Economics learning is that students and graduates are able to apply the knowledge in their career or business, be skilled at work, create new jobs, and earn some money for themselves and other. Thus, Economics is closely related to the new entrepreneurial invention with well-educated, well-trained, and well-informed aspects.
The research involved 100 students of UNG students as purposive respondents who had completed their Economics Introduction, Micro Economics Theories, and Macro Economic Theories and Entrepreneurship subjects noting that the questionnaires’ questions contained of those subjects’ contents, skills, and critical thinking. Respondents were from 10 study programs in 5 faculties at UNG.

DISCUSSIONS

The newest discussed topic in any forums and media is related to knowledge and science based Economics. To successfully implement Economics, countries need to simultaneously carry this out in their educational base, its innovation systems, and communication and informational technology systems, along with establishing institutional regimes and high-quality economy (Kefela, 2010:161).

Knowledge and innovation always played a crucial role in economical and social development because any disciplines potentially produce some benefits and profits, including Economics. Old-version human capital theories had been strengthened by the new scientists who suggested that it was not only about education, yet it was a learning experience who helped students to develop their active learning (Arrow, 1962), and innovative dexterity (Romer, 2007) that promoted the concepts of creative class as the base of competitive economy production.

Economics as a discipline that has wider, fast, dynamic development, it is needed to be redesigned to be more efficient, effective, interesting, and economical direct impact to students and society. Using module in learning was aimed to activate students’ learning resulted to the creative Dan innovative soul by relying on science and technology as well as recent social and cultural development.

Economics learning in Economics Introduction subject in 15 study programs in bachelor and diploma degrees at UNG showed a relatively good results from 100 chosen respondents by achieving score A by 36%, score B by 50%, and score C by 14%. Another positive results was showed by entrepreneurhip subject in which 49,37% of students got A,
51% of students got B, and only 10.13% got C. The results of Economics Introduction and Entrepreneurship with learning experience satisfaction could show that the good learning results gained by most of the respondents were in line with their learning experience satisfaction.

Knowledge and innovation always played a crucial role in economical and social development because any disciplines potentially produce some benefits and profits, including Economics. Old-version human capital theories had been strengthened by the new scientists who suggested that it was not only about education, yet it was a learning experience who helped students to develop their active learning (Arrow, 1962), and innovative dexterity (Romer, 2007) that promoted the concepts of creative class as the base of competitive economy production.

One of students’ learning experiences in Entrepreneurship subject was to prepare themselves to be future entrepreneurs so that students must create as well as sell their product to certain target or market. It happened that they created the product and sold it yet they ignored the added value, sale value and its competitiveness of their product. They sold homogeneous products, such as corn stick, cassava chips, banana chips, stuffed pancake, cheese bananas, and other processed food products that are commonly sold in local market yet the quality was relatively low.

Since 2012 or the last 3 years, UNG has encouraged the students’ entrepreneurship program in Student Creativity Center. The main goal is to produce students as an individual or groups to be able to compete in national level. Students came by several faculties and study programs from bachelor and diploma degree to arrange scientific ideas and business plans as well as to directly manage it. From this program, there were some groups of students who successfully came through National Student Science Week or week scientific university student Nation (PIMNAS) and some kinds of creative and innovative business. Nevertheless, there were few students who successfully came through PIMNAS compared to the total number of UNG students at around 20,000 students.
One of the advanced acts of this research is to create Economics learning module which focused on producing innovative and technology literate entrepreneurs. A learning module is a set of learning material documents to encourage and facilitate students to learn independently. As Depdiknas (2002:5) mentioned about module, module is a unity of learning materials presented in the form of self-instruction, which means that learning materials are compiled in that module so that students can learn from it independently with the help of teachers or other. Therefore, this technopreneurship-based Economics learning module is believed for giving a new nuance of learning.

The subjects in Technopreneurship-based Economics Learning Module are elaborated in details as follow:

| Table. 1: Subjects in Technopreneurship-based Learning |
|-----------------------------------------------|-------------------|
| Chapter 1 | Entrepreneurship and Economics | Chapter 8 | National Income |
| Entrepreneur definition and entrepreneurship | Concepts and Scopes of National Income |
| The important meaning of entrepreneur in development | Economics Growth |
| Creativity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship | Definition of economics growth |
| Tips and process of being creative | Driving factors of economics growth |
| Chapter 2 | Concepts and definition of Economics | |
| Why is learning Economics important? | Economics growth based on Klasik and Schumpeter |
| What is Economics? | Technology Innovation as Growth Base |
| The basic issues in Economics organization | Starting from crisis |
| Economics’ purpose and classification | What and how to develop technopreneurship |
| Chapter 3 | Demands | Chapter 11 | Inflation |
| Definition and defining factors of demands | Concepts and inflation trigger factors |
| The functions of demands | Creeping Inflation and Hyperinflation |
| Chapter 4 | Supplies | |
| Definition and defining factors of supplies | Bad effects caused by inflation |
| The functions of supplies | Chapter 12 | Money and Bank |
| Chapter 5 | Demands and Supplies Elasticity | |
| Demands Elasticity | Bab 13 | International Economy |
| Supplies Elasticity | | International economy definition |
| Chapter 6 | Market and Competition | | Theory and policy of international trade |
Chapter 7  Cost Theories

### Cost Concepts
- Short-term Cost
- Long-term Cost

In Economics lecturing, a lecturer must have skills in delivering technopreneurship concepts, containing:

1. Themes of Basic Economics
2. Themes of Entrepreneurship Concepts
3. Themes of Roles and Entrepreneurs Function
4. Themes of Innovation and Technology
5. Themes of Technopreneurship and Excellent Entrepreneur

In details, learning module of technopreneur-based Economics will help lecturers on:

a. Introducing what is a technopreneur
b. Knowing students’ understanding on technopreneurship
c. Improving students’ motivation to be technopreneurs
d. Inspiring students to create technopreneurship-based business
e. Knowing technology as business opportunity with high profitability
f. Initiating students to directly experience market testing and look into solutions needed by customers
g. Asking students to plan, calculate profit and loss, and see their business development
h. Giving alternatives for more accurate marketing strategies adm discussing them with students
i. Seeing students’ individual abilities on working in team

If this program runs well, it could result to multieffects for students and graduates by having more innovation and more interesting learning experiences and on the other hand, it would produce creative students and graduates to seize the business opportunities.

**CONCLUSIONS**

From the discussions above, some conclusions can be drawn:

1. Students realized the importance of learning, understanding, and analysing Economics development not only for academic purpose but also for new jobs creation in our society. It does not restrict on having competences demanded by job market, but it also enables students to play strategic roles in economy in any kinds of profession.
2. The result of studying Economics in GSU at academic year 2014/2015 showed quite satisfying results based on compared achievement percentage of score A, B, and C at 36%, 50%, and 14% respectively. 76% of respondents said that the compatibility of learning module used by lecturers and students helped both to achieve learning objective effectively and efficiently.

3. In order to conduct more interesting and well-targetted learning process, Economics learning module needs to be more contextual and applicable. That modul will facilitate students to understand social reality, such as the increment of intellectual unemployment and the importance of improving more innovative entrepreneurship.
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